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Three Body Systems 
Track 10 – Disc 1 

 
Verse 1 
Whether we taste or smell 
When we speak, hear, or breathe 
There’s a system that controls 
All the functions we achieve 
I know you might be anxious 
I know you might have heard this 
But the system in question 
Is the system that we all call nervous 
What is the nervous system? 
It’s made up of your brain 
Spinal cord and a bunch of nerves 
I can explain 
Control center for your body 
Your brain uses information  
That it receives from your nerves 
And causes a sensation 
It coordinates your actions like making a fist 
Without it you can’t feel 
Man you wouldn’t even exist 
It’s the most critical system  
That our body will use 
The nervous system shocks the brain 
So your body can choose 
 
Chorus  
What you know about the nervous? 
That endocrine?  
Or the respiratory system? 
Know what that means? 
They’re the systems  
That makes you feel, move 
And help you breathe 
Get down with nervous, respiratory  
And that endocrine 
(Repeat) 
 
Verse 2 
Speaking of the endocrine 
It's not well known 
But how would you feel if I told you 
That it helps you get grown 
Made up of a bunch of glands 
That do big things 
The endocrine uses chemicals 

Behind the scenes 
The chemicals come from glands 
And your organs too 
Like stomach, pancreas  
And yup, yup your kidneys too 
Most organs make chemicals 
They stay close to home 
Endocrine goes through the body  
We call it hormones 
What are hormones? 
Hormone means “to excite" 
It’s the energy of adrenaline  
When you’re in a fight 
It’s the energy of adrenaline  
When you’re in delight 
It’s the energy of fear 
When you’re scared with fright 
 
Repeat Chorus 
 
Verse 3 
Now there’s one more system you gotta see 
It brings oxygen in your system 
I think you need 
It’s called the respiratory  
This is what it achieves 
It brings oxygen in your system 
So you can breathe 
Oxygen is used by your cells 
Cuz they need it to live, prevail 
But they produce one gas  
They don't really need 
It’s called CO2, too much can even kill you 
 
Your lungs are the main organ 
Touch your chest right there 
As you breathe in 
You fill these with oxygen-rich air 
Your blood absorbs oxygen  
And gives it to your cells 
And you get rid of CO2 homie  
Now let’s exhale 
 
Repeat Chorus


